
Nemesis: Fall of Rome - Conquerors of Rome:
A Comprehensive Guide to the Barbarian
Hordes
In the twilight years of the Roman Empire, as its borders crumbled and its
legions faltered, a new force emerged from the darkness: the Barbarian
Hordes. Driven by a lust for conquest and a thirst for vengeance, these
fierce warriors swept across Europe, sacking cities, toppling governments,
and threatening to extinguish the flickering flame of Roman civilization.
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Nemesis: Fall of Rome - Conquerors of Rome is a grand strategy game
that immerses players in this tumultuous era. As the leader of one of the
Barbarian Hordes, you must rally your armies, conquer new territories, and
ultimately seize the throne of Rome. This comprehensive guide will provide
an in-depth understanding of the game's mechanics, factions, and
strategies, empowering you to conquer Rome and become the undisputed
master of the ancient world.
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Game Mechanics

Nemesis: Fall of Rome - Conquerors of Rome features a deep and
engaging array of game mechanics that simulate the complex realities of
ancient warfare and empire building. These mechanics include:

Resource Management: Players must manage various resources,
including food, wood, stone, and gold, to sustain their armies, build
settlements, and conduct research.

Unit Recruitment and Deployment: Each faction has a unique roster
of units, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. Players must
carefully recruit and deploy their armies to maximize their effectiveness
in battle.

Diplomacy and Trade: While conquest is often the primary means of
expansion, diplomacy and trade can also play a vital role in
strengthening your empire. Players can form alliances, declare wars,
and negotiate trade agreements with other factions.

Research and Technology: Technological advancements can provide
significant advantages in battle and resource management. Players
can invest in research to unlock new units, buildings, and technologies.

Barbarian Factions

Nemesis: Fall of Rome - Conquerors of Rome features a diverse cast of
Barbarian factions, each with its own unique history, culture, and gameplay
mechanics. These factions include:

The Visigoths: A powerful and well-organized faction, the Visigoths
seek to establish a new kingdom in the heart of the Roman Empire.



The Ostrogoths: Known for their skilled cavalry, the Ostrogoths are a
formidable force on the battlefield.

The Vandals: A seafaring people, the Vandals excel in naval warfare
and are particularly adept at raiding coastal settlements.

The Alans: A nomadic people from the steppes, the Alans are
renowned for their fierce horsearchers.

The Saxons: A seaborne raiding people, the Saxons are known for
their hit-and-run tactics and their ability to adapt to different
environments.

The Franks: A Germanic people from Gaul, the Franks are a balanced
faction with strong infantry and cavalry.

The Burgundians: A people from the Rhine River valley, the
Burgundians are known for their heavy infantry and their skilled
craftsmen.

Conquering Rome

To conquer Rome in Nemesis: Fall of Rome - Conquerors of Rome, you
must carefully balance military might, resource management, and
diplomacy. Here are some key strategies to consider:

Establish a Strong Economy: A thriving economy is essential for
sustaining your armies and funding your conquests. Prioritize resource
management, build trade routes, and upgrade your settlements.

Raise a Powerful Army: The core of your conquest will be your army.
Recruit a balanced force of infantry, cavalry, and siege units. Upgrade



your units and research new technologies to enhance their
effectiveness.

Secure Strategic Territories: Control of key territories provides
resources, strategic advantages, and access to new regions. Prioritize
conquering settlements near major rivers, trade routes, and mountain
passes.

Form Alliances and Divide Your Enemies: Diplomacy can be a
powerful tool in weakening your enemies and isolating Rome. Form
alliances with other factions to coordinate attacks and prevent your
opponents from forming a united front.

Siege Rome Carefully: Attacking Rome is a major undertaking.
Gather a large army, amass siege weapons, and secure your supply
lines. Be prepared for a protracted siege and expect fierce resistance
from the Roman legions.

Nemesis: Fall of Rome - Conquerors of Rome is a challenging and
rewarding grand strategy game that offers a unique opportunity to
experience the tumultuous era of the late Roman Empire. By understanding
the game's mechanics, mastering the art of conquest, and choosing the
right Barbarian faction, you can lead your hordes to victory and claim the
throne of Rome.
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